
If you're going to miss 
class/meeting/deliverables or need a mental 
health day
48-hour advance notice would be nice
Present a follow-up plan so I can see what you've done
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Presentations May 20/21

5 minutes

Put your deck on SLACK 
for all to see
Be prepared to discuss project 2 
If you can meet sooner, that's fine



It's due on 6/18!



#1. Research the Cannabis Industry, especially 
in states like Washington. How do people 
consume cannabis now? Who are they 
(archetypes)?
What is the difference between THC and CBD? What about 
Indica vs. Sativa? 
Bring a new cannabis product* to market. Design the brand, 
the packaging (PSD mockup OK), and put all that into a website 
built in Webflow. 
 
*not just smokeable marijuana, a product. Edible, topical, etc



We'll be working in MIRO. If you would like to 
set up a design meeting earlier, let me know... 
Mixed teams. If your partner can join, that's 
great! If not, I only need to see one of you each 
week...alternating.



Who is the user? What is their need? 
What is the promise of the brand?

What is your key differentiator? 

What is the benefit?

How much does it cost?



5/27-8 Product pitch and persona. Mood 
board, logo rough, colors, fonts, photos

6/3-4 Logo refinement, packaging rough, 
copywriting

6/10-11 Packaging done (PSD mockups) begin 
working in Webflow

6/17-8 Final presentation and website



#2: Cannabis drone delivery: Quarantine is still 
happening and you cannot leave your home to 
go to the pot shop. Solve all logistical 
problems for cannabis home delivery via 
drone. 
Probably a combination of mobile app and short videos, but 
deliverables are up to you. This is a logistics problem. Did you 
consider every step in the user experience? Can you use a 
short video to explain how it works?
 



5/27-8 Summary of logistics*, How will you solve this problem? 
Google maps are not precise enough. What about apartment 
buildings, duplexes, balconies, which side of the house, etc? 
6/3-4 Begin App prototype
6/10-11 Short Video. AfterEffects, Premiere? Drone footage? 
6/17-8 Final presentation, prototype, and short video 
Skills: UX Design, Storytelling, Humor
 
*We are assuming in-app payment. Technically not true



 #3: Data Visualization. Love in the time of Covid-19. Inspired 
by the great short film by Tom Van Deusen. Make a survey, 
asking people how they are approaching sex, dating, and 
relationships in the time of social distancing. Analyze your data 
and distill it into 10 trends, archetypes, or stories. Add 10 
illustrations, graphs, charts, pull quotes or gifs. Place it all into a 
responsive website built in Webflow. Make it look and feel like 
journalism. 



5/27-8 Summary of 10 data trends. What we learned from our 
survey
6/3-4 Initial illustrations or graphs, colors, fonts
6/10-11 Illustrations or graphs finished, begin working in 
Webflow
6/17-18 Final presentation and the finished website
Skills: UX Research, Data Visualization, Illustration, Journalism



Hey, are you going to teach us about screen 
design? Teach us how to make it look really 
good? 
~Kamaria
Hmmm. Maybe. Are you going to stay up all night making it 
look perfect? 
UX design vs. UI design vs. Interaction design
Better to know which component to use and when 
 



What is the problem you are trying to solve?
What are your user needs?



How might you solve the problems through your platform? What 
are the features, and how might you prioritize them?



Information architecture, user flows



Wireframes, prototypes, iterating, testing



Surface, or UI Design



Principle #1: Clarity 
comes first.
There’s nothing worse than ambiguity in an app. What does this 
button do? How did I get here? How do I go back? In order to 
avoid this, a designer should always ask themselves:



Principle #2: Provide 
clear, meaningful 
feedback
We’ve all used a website or an app where we’ll try to click a 
button, and we’ll wonder if the system registered the click.



Principle #3: Consistency 
matters.
When I refer to consistency, I’m talking about consistency in the 
placement of interface elements or the language throughout 
the product. Once your users start learning how to use a 
product, they shouldn’t have to relearn it. Let’s take a look at an 
example of bad consistency.



Principle #4: ... use 
established design 
patterns.
 
Don’t get me wrong here — innovation is awesome and 
encouraged, but it shouldn’t have to be at the expense of the 
user experience. There’s no need to reinvent the wheel if the 
wheel is doing a great job at doing its job. For example, if 
you’re ever unsure if an icon accurately or intuitively represents 
a word, just use the word in its place. Or adhere to common 
color patterns, such as a shade of red to warn/alert a user, or 
green to mark something complete.



F�cebook Design - iOS 11 iPhone GUI

FA CEBO O K  DESI GN

Modern UI design uses a GUI Kit

It's probably  iOS or Material  
Design
Or an internal design system GUI Kit 
It's highly likely that everything has been 
solved for you 
https://facebook.design/ios11







https://materialdesignkit.com/android-gui/



Apples Human 
Interface 
Guidelines (HIG)





M�teri�l Design

M ATERI A L  DESI GN

https://material.io/components



Floating Action Button (FAB)
The Floating Action Button represents the 
main action in a screen design (according to 
the specs of Material Design), and the FAB is a 
strong interface element to use in order to 
make a recognizable UX for Android users. 





After downloading my Android 
GUI kit Sketch file
Symbols and Instances
Twirl down, twirl down



The 8pt Grid: Consistent Spacing in UI Design with Sketch



The 8-Point Grid
The basic principle
Use multiples of 8 to define dimensions, padding, and margin 
of both block and inline elements.

Why it matters
Consistent UI
When all of your measurements follow the same rules, you 
automatically get a more consistent UI.
Fewer decisions = less time
By removing 7 of every 8 spacing options, you reduce the 
amount of fiddling available to you and subsequently reduce 
speed to code.
 



Forget color, forget typography. Nail the 
spacing and you’re halfway there. Why?
• It improves data consumption through better legibility
• It provides customers with a more consistent user 

experience
• It eliminates guesswork and decision fatigue whilst 

designing and developing
• It drives consistent scalability
• It conveys meaning by giving elements a visual hierarchy
• If you’re a designer, your output will just… look better.



Why 8pts?
The variety of screen sizes and pixel densities has continued to 
increase making the work of asset generation more 
complicated for designers. Utilizing an even number like 8 to 
size and space elements makes scaling for a wide variety of 
devices easy and consistent.



Ok, I get the even number thing, but 
seriously, why not 6, or 10?
The majority of popular screen sizes are divisible by 8 which 
makes for an easy fit. Scaling by increments of 8 offers a good 
amount of options without overloading you with variables like a 
6 point system, or limiting you like a 10 point system. Ultimately 
you have to decide what size is right for your audience. The 
“system” is only good if it is easy to follow and repeat.





Sketch. XD. Figma. 
Download a GUI. iOS or Android. 
Understand the patterns for the problem 
you're trying to solve. 
Set up an 8 point grid for consistency
 


